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training

temperament

Instructions

Step 1:

Be consistent. One of the largest parts of potty training a dog is being consistent. Take your pet outside

shortly after every meal or snack, in the morning when it wakes, or every few hours.

Step 2:

Establish potty training vocabulary. This way your pet understands that certain words means it's time to go

to the potty and eventually will begin to wait for those words before going potty. Set up a few words like

"Potty," "Do your business" or "Get busy" to signify that it's time to potty. Your dog will begin to

recognize and respond to these words.

Step 3:

Praise or reward your pet. When your pet uses the potty outside praise them immediately after. Jug's are

smart, so they'll begin to realize that if they potty outside they'll get to play or be given a treat.

Step 4:

Stay alert. All dogs have accidents, especially pups. If your dog begins to go in the house, clap your hands.

This action will usually stop your pet from going potty. Immediately leash and take the pet outside and let

them finish. If this happens enough, your dog will begin to catch on that going potty in the house is a

definite no.

Step 5:

Talk to your dog and watch for signs. Dogs are smart animals. So you'll need to watch your pet closely for

the signs that it's beginning to catch on to training. When your pet uses the bathroom in the house, scold it

sternly; conversely, employ Step 2 when it begins to whimper, scratch at the door or bark to go potty

outside.

Tips & Warnings

Before you invest in a pet, it's important to research the temperament of the specific pet. Your pet's

temperament has a lot to do with how it will interact with you and how the potty training might go.
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More Puppy Pages

How to House Train an Older Puppy

House training an older puppy-one older than 6 months-is similar to house training a younger dog.

As is the case with any type of dog training, it requires patience, consistency and persistence.
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Training an older puppy does take a little longer, because...

Read More

How to Potty Train an Elderly Dog

Yes, an elderly dog can learn new tricks--if his owner is patient. As with dogs of all ages,

consistency and positive reinforcement are key. It's a lot easier to teach a dog to do something than

not to do something else, so instead of focusing on...

Read More

How to Keep a Dog From Urinating on Rugs

The secret to keeping a dog from urinating on rugs is to house train your dog. Not only will house

training your dog prevent your rugs from being ruined, but it will also establish you as the leader of

the pack and will help your dog learn to respect...

Read More

Tips For Potty Training Puppies

Bringing home a new puppy can be a joyous and exciting occasion. Rarely do people consider potty

training headaches. Effective potty training can be a huge barrier to being able to enjoy the

company of your canine. While it can be a frustrating process...

Read More

How to House Train a Pitbull Dog

Pit bulls are by far one of the most misunderstood dog breeds. They are often seen as vicious killers,

when in reality the breed's overall nature is very sweet and gentle. Pit bulls are a highly intelligent

breed and take to training quickly, learning...

Read More

Today's Puppy
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Teigan the Siberian Husky

Today's Grown-up Puppy

Buddy the Poodle Mix
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Puppy Up Your Blog

 

 

Here at The Daily Puppy, we love puppies of all shapes, sizes, breeds, and colors. We encourage visitors to

browse our puppy picture archives to look at all the adorable photos of past daily puppies, and to bookmark this

page and visit often to see what cutie-pie graces the front page. Want us to run a feature of your special little

puppy? We are always looking for submissions of the cutest puppies on the planet.
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